
Sendung vom 5.11.12 Goetz vs Willemsen  

Screenshots of the original show 

 

Goetz mainly between minute 5 and 25 

The brown haired guy in the back on the right hand side is just to see, when Goetz or Willemsen are 

talking. I think, it´s an animation. 

 

Picture tells us: „I am thinking…“ 



 

Yes, thinking  

 

Yes, we both think  



 

Still thinking, very interessting stuff ;)!!! 

 

Sooooo interessting! 



 

Lets´s „think“ a little bit more… 

 

Now the show master did a joke, is´n he funny?  



 

And, thinking… 

 

A little bit more “thinking”  



 

Now we know the game!  

The man in the back always has the exact same facial expression like Goetz -> tells the viewer at 

home how to feel and think about the guest and the topic.  

The other guy, you know already, I have showed you once in Copenhagen in that Pelzig Show, where 

the viewers also reacted super wired. He is speaking about Afghanistan. 

Roger Willemsen, his Part is mainly between 1.05 till 1.14.54 

 

 



 

Difference again 



 

Women on the right hand side plays for a long time with her clothes, it distracts you as viewer 

 



 

Here you would normally laugh, but the facial expression of the man behind says: „Isn´t sooo funny, 

old man”. The impact on the perception of the viewers at home is not to underestimate. Even I got a 

negative feeling towards Willemsen. 

 

In this scene Willemsen talks about mines, injured children and pretty sad stuff in Afghanistan. Do 

you see the stone reaction of the probably animated guy in contrast to Willemsens emotional facial 

expression? 



 

Pretty boring, what Willemsen tells… While I watched it, it made a super strange feeling, cause of the 

opposite emotional reaction of the man. We always orient ourselves at the “Referenzgruppe” like the 

herd, don´t know the English equivalent for that. This is an unconscious process. 

 Stone reaction, not moving even when it is about killed children… It´s all about shaping the opinion 

 

 

Yes, Afghanistan is a super boring topic ;) 

In the original Version from November the brown-haired guy is very “stone”, arrogant and nearly not 

moving. If you watch it NOW on youtube, he suddenly laughs when Willemsen tells something and 



he is moving quite a lot. Nobody should guess oppositional opinions get treated unfair in democratic 

(lol) Germany ;). I just make some Screenshot to give you an impression. 

Examples of the new version: 

 

 



 

You see in the new Youtube version the guy behind is not just interested, he suddenly also has to 

laugh about it. I would like to have the original version. I already asked a woman of a fan blog from 

Willemsen. She doesn´t have it. But I am sure, that ONE person has made it. The new version is also a 

lot better animated than the original one.  


